in New York, USA. NPC continues to be a top-tier venue for researchers to present their work in the areas of distributed and parallel computing.
Networks
HyperFatTree: A Large-scale Tree-based Network with Low-radix Switches, Yong Su, Zheng Cao, Zhiguo Fan, Zhan Wan, Xiaoli Liu, En Shao, Xuejun 
Parallelism

Hierarchical Read-Write Optimizations for Scientific Applications with Multi-variable Structured Datasets, Preeti Malakar and Venkatram
Vishwanath. This paper proposes HieRO, which leverages the fast interconnect and performs hierarchical optimizations for reads and writes in scientific applications with structured datasets.
Performance Evaluation and Enhancement of Process-Based Parallel Loop Executions, Xingjing Lu, Long Chen and Zhiyuan
Li. This paper proposes the PPLE parallel execution model that will enable parallelism for C/C++ non-numerical applications. It naturally privatizes pointer-dereferenced variables, and it can be used to efficiently exploit DOACROSS parallelism. Based Applications, Vesna Smiljkovic, Osman Unsal, Adrian Cristal and Mateo Valero. This paper presents DeTrans-lib, the first standard C library that provides deterministic execution of TM-based applications at application and standard-library level. DeTrans-lib avoids deadlocks by performing transaction serialization in deterministic order.
Determinism at Standard Library Level in Transactional Memory
Conclusions
All of the above papers represent original research in network and parallel computing systems and propose either new microarchitecture solutions or application models to exploit such systems. We hope that this special issue serves as a landmark source for education, information, and reference to professors, researchers and graduate students working in the area of networks and parallel computing.
The guest editors would like to express their gratitude to Prof. Alex Nicolau, the Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal on Parallel Programming, for giving us a chance to host this Special Issue. In addition, our sincere thanks to the program committee of NPC 2015 whose dedication and hard work resulted in such a highquality conference. Last but not least, we are grateful to the authors for choosing to publish their research at this venue without which this special issue would not have been possible. We hope that this special issue will be a strong addition to the area of next generation Network and Parallel Computing.
